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The study is done in Betul district of Madhya Pradesh. Amongst all the areas practising lost wax casting in Madhya Pradesh, Betul lies
comparatively underexposed. Other areas have not only gained popularity but have also made remarkable interventions in the field of technology
and design. How the craftsmen of Betul cope up with this tough competition and where they are headed to is a case in point and this is what we seek
to study though the documentation.

AIM
To study Lost wax casting as practised in Betul district of Madhya Pradesh.

OBJECTIVES
• To study the geographical background of the region.
• To study historical background of the craft and the area.
• To understand the social, cultural and economic structure of the craft pocket.
• To study the production process in detail covering material, tools, equipment and techniques.
• To study design and quality.
• To study the marketing scenario of the craft.
• To identify different issues in the craft pocket.
• To critically analyse the observations and recommend alternatives in the identified problem areas.

SCOPE
The study was primarily conducted in Tigariya village of Betul district in Madhya Pradesh and the secondary data available was also referred.
The time spent to collect primary data collection was 3 weeks dated from 14 / 12 / 2000 to 27 / 12 / 2000 and for secondary data was 2 weeks dated

from 1 / 01/ 2001 to 15 / 01 / 2001.

METHODOLOGY

Collection of data
• Primary data is collected through
 Field visit, Interview, Observation, Photography, Sketching and drawing , Collection of samples
•  Secondary data is collected through
 Books and journals, Internet, Concerned government offices and Museums

Analysing and compiling the data
The collected data is analysed and compiled so as to put all the collected information in an appropriate format.

RELEVANCE
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Tribal art attempts ‘to make the imaginable real’. Tribal crafts reflect the lives of their users,
their food and its source, their rituals to propitiate unknown forces, which include their art and
crafts, music and dance. Tribal crafts can be classified into certain classes:

• Dwelling units
• Clothes
• Basketry, mats, cane work
• Pottery
• Implements for hunting, fishing and agriculture.
• Iron smithy and metal work
• Musical instruments
• Jewellery

The tribes of India have rich craft traditions which are as varied as the basketry of Arunachal
Pradesh, metal casting of Madhya Pradesh, terracotta votive offerings and decorations of Gujrat
and so on.

Talking about Madhya Pradesh, the diversely rich state of India offers the diversity in crafts
also. Eminent metal crafts of this state are :

• The lost wax casting technique
• Technique of iron smithy

The Traditional investment casting or ‘Cire Perdue’ more commonly
known as lost wax casting is one of the aboriginal crafts. It is one of the
significant crafts which has employed a large section of tribal population
from eastern, central and southern India.

The different regions of Madhya Pradesh and Chattisgarh have a
prolonged tradition of metal craft. Number of tribal and folk artisans
are traditionally involved in practising this craft. Malar from Sarguja,
Jhara from Raigadh, Ghadwa from Bastar, Swarnakar from Tikamgarh
and Bharewa from Betul - they all play a vital role in keeping this craft
intact. The basic process of casting from Sarguja to Tikamgarh and from
Bastar to Betul is similar, whatever slight difference exists, is only on the
account of varied milieu and availability of raw materials.

THE TRIBAL CRAFTS
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Madhya Pradesh, the centrally located state of India, is rich in its
natural landscapes, languages and culture. It offers rich mineral resources
- especially in the Narmada valley belt.

Betul is about 175 km. from Bhopal, the capital of Madhya Pradesh
and is located at 21.88 N Latitude and 77.98 E longitude. It is about 6562
ft. above the sea level. Betul is easily accessible by buses and trains from
Bhopal. Betul is mainly a region of ‘Kharif’ crop. Besides cereals, sugarcane
and spices are also produced here. Groundnut, cotton and jaggery are
locally produced and exported. Resin, gum, bamboo, teak and tendu leaves
are main forest products in this district.

Tigaria, a small village about 10 km from Betul can only be accessed
through bicycles or private vehicles.

GEOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND
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THE PLACE

There are no
traces of history of
Betul till 700 A.D.
but the ancient
sculpture and
buildings found in
near by villages
suggest that it
must have gone
through the
similar stages of
development as
the other
civilisations. The
statues and
sculptures found
near Betul by
archeological survey of India illustrate the use
of metal casted jewellery in ancient times in this
area.

It is believed to be initially a part of Magadh
dynasty which was later taken over by Vidarbha
dynasty as written in Malvikagnam by Kalidas.
It later became part of several different regimes
like, Kherla, Malwa, Gond, Mughals, Marathas
and Britishers.

Raja Jetpal is said to be the last Rajput emperor
of Kherla. In some places Kherla is mentioned
as one of the four old Gond rajya (the tribal rajya).
Some historians believe that he was a tribal king,
Kherla reined in 14th and 15th centuries. Later
Betul was under Malwa and Gond rajya. Then
it was ruled by Mughals and Marathas, then was
taken over by Britishers in 1817.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
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THE CRAFT
Casting, one of the most widely used

techniques in sculpture has been used since time
immemorable. The mould may be fashioned in
a primitive way, perhaps the way man used to
carve a cavity of the desirable shape in stone
into which he poured molten metal to make the
final casting, which embodies the basic mould
casting principle.

The earliest of the castings known are those
of mud or clay, then came the wax and metal
castings.

The thing which almost all the cultures have
in common is the skill of metal casting. Metal
alloys have been the most important sculptors’
materials and act as a nucleus around which the
craft of most of the cultures developed.
Evidences suggest that almost all the
civilisations had developed the art of lost wax
bronze casting, which later expanded into the
use of other similar metals like brass. The earliest
known lost wax bronze cast is Indian, dated
about 5000 BC. The typical Indian castings show
intricate surface ornamentation, which is well
illustrated in present castings. In India the art
of lost wax casting is now limited to the tribal
and folk regions of the south east of Madhya
Pradesh, Chattisgarh, western Orrisa, western
lands of West Bengal, southern Bihar and
southern India. These people have their own
idea and myths about the history of this art.
There are no evidences to support, but these
stories surely give interesting dimensions of the
history, origin and development of this craft  two
of these commonly told folklores say;

In prehistoric times a hunter found a piece
of something hard and shiny under a hill,
which was a result of fire on the hill top. He
brought it to his
place and kept
it in a clean
corner and set
out again in
search of
another piece as
his neighbour
wanted it. He
found another piece in a groove in a large rock
(possibly due to fire). The piece was surrounded
by beewax and termite clay. Putting together
fire, the heat caused, beewax, termite clay, the
shiny material procured, natural minerals and
the rocks, he developed an understanding of
what later came to be known as ‘Cire Perdue’.

A folklore tells of twelve brothers who used
to work with their father in a farm. The
youngest one was not interested in work and
used to sit and cry under a tree. Once while
sitting under the tree he was playing with wet
clay. He made some nice forms and was happy
about making them, but these forms later
started developing cracks and this became a
cause of worry to him. To avoid these cracks he
started applying gum on outer surface but this
gave a very rough finish. He then tried applying
another layer of clay over the ready form. After
sometime he came to know about metal and
he tried to fill it between the layers of clay, this
trial lead to invention of lost wax casting.

9
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SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

The population of Schedule tribes in Betul district and Betul block as per 1991 census

Tribes District Betul Block
Male Female    Total      Male     female Total

1) Gond 138586 149120 267706    78283     84190 162473
2) Korku 64307 64338 128945    19550     19455 39003
3) Bhilala 77 611 1388     179      31 210
4) Pardhan 4468 4468 8936     1672      1657 3329

SOCIAL STRUCTURE
Betul is a tribal district of Madhya Pradesh,

Gond and Korku are the main tribes residing in
this area. Apart from these Bhilala, Pardhan and
Bharewa tribes are also common inhabitants here.

Bharewa is negligible in number.
From 1911 to 1921 about 16000 people from

different parts of the country mainly
Hoshangabad and Amravati ( Maharshtra)
migrated to Betul district. The migration
gradually seeped into the dialect and lifestyles.

Hindi, Marathi, Gondi and Korku are the main
languages spoken in this district. The people
here worship both Hindu and tribal gods
without any bias.

Bharewa is the tribe practising ‘Cire
Perdue’. The meaning of Bharewa is the one who
fills (Hindi; Bharna- To fill). The people who craft
artifacts by filling molten metal in moulds are
called Bharewa and the caste is known as
‘Bharewa’. In some areas, Bharewa are also called
Bharias, but they do not belong to Bharia caste
which is distinctively different from Bharewa
caste. Bharewas live in Phongaria, Chunahajuri,
Barkhad, Kalamesara, Tigariya and Chitakamat
villages of Betul district.

They generally live in nuclear families and
the eldest male member is the decision maker
of the family. Whole family works as a unit,
women are also involved in metal casting. The
younger generation is also interested in taking
this craft further.

CULTURAL STRUCTURE
The tribal folklore, folk-tales, folk-songs,

folk-music and dance, folk-craft, wood carving
and their countenances combine to offer them
an aesthetic life. As the nature of work is very
relaxed, the tribal people utilise the free time in
hunting, agriculture and practising other arts.
Various aspects of tribal life like economic,
social, conjugal, sacred lives, their thoughts,
their cattle and poultry, vegetable and fruits are
also widely represented in their folklores and
arts and crafts.

Fundamentally, the tribal art and crafts
correspond to 3 types-

1) Ritualistic - It is used in the service of
rites associated with some beliefs and mystical
ideas.

eg. Few specific stone crafts, making of
small huts, poles, etc.

2) Utilitarian - Social customs direct the
function while modes of manufacture and
material qualities determine the form.

eg. Metal work, pottery, etc.
3) Individualistic - Crafts for the sake of

creativity. It lays emphasis on the feelings and
emotions of a craftsman rather than other
aspects of the object.

eg. Weaving a cloth for daughter ’s
marriage.

Almost all forms of tribal customs demand
that offerings in shape of animal forms specially
elephants, horses etc. should be made to spirits.
Occasionally they are carved out of wood, made
of terracotta or of brass worked by the archaic
lost wax process.

ECONOMIC STRUCTURE
Farming and metal casting are their

traditional occupations besides which they also
have secondary occupations. The tribal
economy is mainly based on the weekly hats
and bazars in nearby villages. Generally these
people are from the lower economic strata but
their status is rapidly rising now because of the
growing market.
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The different work areas

1. Backyard used for preparation of wax and moulds
2. The place used for storing coal
3. The place used for heating moulds
4. The furnace
5. The area used for making investment
6. Storage place for husk
7. Place on the road where the broken moulds are thrown.

ABOUT CRAFTSMAN
The craftsman Sukhram Vaghmare resides

in Tigariya village of Betul district. It is a small
village, the craftsman has a family of 4,
including wife, son Baldev Vaghmare and
daughter in law. The social norms allow
Daughter in law and father in law to work
together. They earn about Rs.3000 to Rs.3500 /
month as the craftsman said and the money goes
to the head of the family. The craftsman owns a
house and also owns a piece of land.

Living Environment and Work Space
The living environment is healthy. The

craftsman has small kuchha hut besmeared with
clay and cowdung, with a roof of bamboo
structure and terracotta tiles. The 3 room hut
has a low entrance. The house is surrounded by
farms creating a pollution free, pleasant
atmosphere.

The craftsman does not have a fixed
working space, he works all around his house.
He uses the backyard for preparation of wax and
moulds and has the kiln located in the front
portion of his house. The working area is clean.
He works outside the house, thus has enough
light and air during the day. The village Tigariya
anyhow does not have proper electricity, the
craftsman has only one bulb in his house which
makes it difficult for him to work during the
night. He everyday cleans the work area before
and after working.

1.
4.

2.

3.

6.

5.

7.
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RAW MATERIAL USED

Materials for mould
1) Burnt clay

Procurement: These are broken
moulds of previous casting and
available at work place only. If burnt clay
is not available, then the craftsman
burns the clay and use it.

Preprocess: The broken pieces are
crushed into fine powder with the help
of available tools. The craftsman here
doesn’t have any tool for this, so he throws the broken pieces on road in
front of his house, in order to be crushed by passers-by vehicles.

PRODUCTION
The production process of the lost wax casting in this craft pocket is

present in it’s purest form. The processes practised here are traditional.
It is yet far from commercialisation as no technical interventions were
observed at the time of study.

The production starts with procurement of raw material and tools and
then interaction of these two give the final product.

2) Clay (Marl)
Procurement: It is

procured from near by
fields.

3) Calf dung
Procurement: It is procured from

near by homes, and road sides.

4) Husk
Procurement: It is

locally available wheat
straw, also used to feed
cattle.

5) Resin
( Locally Known as RAL,

Latin: Resina flava ) It is the
secretion of Sal tree.

Procurement: Previously
the craftsmen used to collect
it from near by forests, now
it is procured from Betul
market at a rate of Rs.150 /
kg.

Preprocess: The resin is
crushed into small pieces
before using.

12
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6) Beehive wax
(Locally known as MEIN)
Procurement: Previously

the craftsmen used to collect
the wax directly from
beehives, now it is procured
from Betul market at a rate
of Rs.95 per kg.

Preprocess: It is bought in
the form of a large lump,
which is then broken into
small pieces by the
craftsman with the help of
hammer and a small axe.
7) Water
8) Vegetable oil
9) Iron pins

1) Old brass / bronze
utensils

Procurement: These
utensils are bought from
braziers (kasera) of Betul
local market.

Preprocess: The
utensils are first heated
and are then broken into
pieces with hammer.

2) Fuel - Coal,
cowdung cakes

procurement: The fuel
is procured from local
market.

Raw material for casting

4) Pata (A wooden
platform)

It is used as a platform to
make wax sheets and
designs.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
1) Kati

It is a small iron chisel, used to cut
wax strips and designs. The craftsmen
themselves make it from iron nails.

2) Kachhni
It is a wooden stick used for

sticking and shaping small wax
rings. It is available in different
diameters. Craftsmen get it made
from local carpenters.

3) Hatha
 It is a wooden tool, used  to make wax strips and

thick wax rods. Craftsman get it made from local
carpenters.

13
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5) Lachhna
These are iron strips, used for

different purposes like heating
the wax, sticking with hot wax,
etc. Craftsmen make these as
per their convenience.

8) Pichkari (syringe)
It is a wooden

syringe used to draw
wax wires. It has 3
parts.

i) A nossle, in which
wax is filled. It is a
casted brass cylinder
fitted in a wooden
handle.

ii) A piston, which
is used to exert
pressure. It is a
wooden cylinder,
positive of the brass
nossle.

The craftsmen get
the wooden handle
made from local
carpenters and make
the brass casting by
themselves.

iii) Sikke (Dyes/
Coins) These are small
metal coins with holes
of different diameters.
The coin fits into the
nossle of the pichkari,
which helps in
drawing wires of
different diameters.
Craftsmen themselves
make these.

7)Kulhadi ( Axe)
It is used to cut wax into small pieces, and is procured from local

market.

Assembly FURNACE TOOLS

9) Saria (Rod)
Iron rod is

used to support
the mould while
taking it out of
the furnace.

10) Sansi
(pincers)

Theses are
iron pincers of
different sizes. It is procured from local market.

6) Kavelu (Terracotta tile’s
piece)

It is used for smoothening and
shaping the core.

14
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POLISHING TOOLS
11) Reti (File)

Iron file, procured locally from
hardware shops.

12) A wooden log

13) A large stone
14) Bamboo Stick

All these three are set to support the article while
polishing.

16) Taraju (Balance)

15) Hathodi (Hammer)
It’s an iron tool, it is procured from

local market.

90 cm

33
 c

m

FURNACE

The only infrastructure required is the furnace. The furnace is a
permanent kiln, which is made by the craftsman himself.

It is an open furnace and does not give uniform temperature. The
temperature rises upto 600°C to 1000°C.

15
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PRODUCTION PROCESS

PREPARATION OF MOULD

Two kinds of mould are made
• Mould with inner core to cast hollow articles.
• Completely hollow moulds to cast solid articles. It is without core.
Mould is prepared in 3 stages.
1) Core :It defines the basic form of the article.
2) Wax Model: It is exact imitation of what the article is going to be.
3) Investment: Outermost layer of the mould.

PREPARATION OF THE MOULD

CORE WAX MODEL INVESTMENT

CASTING REMOVAL OF MOULD FINISHING

Core
The production process starts with the sieving of the black burnt clay.

To sieve the dust, a midsize household vessel is covered with an old and
gauzy cotton cloth. Then the dust is
poured on the cloth and rubbed with
hand to sieve.

Burnt clay is used because it doesn’t
shrink after drying and also because
it is frail and it helps the craftsman to
remove the core from the casted
article.

This sieved clay should be
fine and uniform because the
core of the mould will be
made by this.

After sieving enough clay a little
amount of marl (about 15%) and
young cow’s dung (about 10%) is
added to it and mixed well with
water. The cowdung and marl used
as binders as burn clay is very brittle
and doesn’t have binding property.
The core is made from this clay. Then
the core is left for drying under the
shade to prevent cracks.

At this stage the core is rough and a little larger than the actual desired
form. Therefore, after drying fully, it is rubbed with terracotta tile piece
to remove the
extra material
and to give it the
proper form. A
lot of expertise
and patience is
required to
make the precise
form.

16
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Now the craftsman
rubs this piece with
its palm to smoothen
its surface.

The final shape of
the core is more
refined than the
previous one.

These pieces are
dipped in thin
solution of marl to
strengthen and
smoothen the
surface. After
drying in sun for
one or two hours,
the core is ready to
apply the wax on.

Wax Model

Preparation of Wax
Ingredients
1) Resin
2) Bee’s wax
3) Vegetable Oil
Resin & bee wax are

mixed in the
proportion of 1:3.

First the resin is
heated till it melts for
10 to 15 minutes. It
becomes dark brown
after melting.

The crushed and beaten
pieces of wax are added
piece by piece to this resin
and is stirred with an iron
spatula. The colour of
mixture lightens after
adding wax.

The spatula is heated in the flame after
every 2 to 3 minutes, because the solution
may solidify due to sudden reduction in
temperature on dipping the cold spatula.

After 15 to 20 minutes the
vessel is taken off and vegetable
oil is added to the mixture. Oil
is added to make the wax soft.
The quantity of oil depends on
the season, in winters more oil
is added as the wax is more hard
and less oil is added in summers
because the wax is softer in this
season.
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The mixture is now filtered
through a fresh cotton cloth. This
process involves two persons, one
holds the cloth and other pours the
mixture into it.

The filtered pure wax is
collected in the container filled
with cold water which is kept
beneath the cloth. The wax needs
to be stirred for easy and quick
flow. Then the wax is kept for
hardening.

After half an hour the hardened
wax is taken out of the water and
broken into 4-5 pieces and kept in
sun light for 4-5 hours. It makes
the wax soft enough to be
processed further.

The wax is then kneaded with
fingers for approximately half hour,
it is a tiring process. Now the wax
is ready to draw wires.

Preparation of wax wires and sheets

The die of required diameter of
wires is fitted in the nossle of the
pichkari, some vegetable oil is
applied inside the nossle and a
small lump of wax is inserted in
the it.

The wires are drawn by pressing the
wax in the nossle with the piston, it is a
tiring process.

18
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The wires are 2 ft. to 3 ft. long and the
diameter ranges from 1 mm to 2.5 mm.
These are called ‘Murra’ in local
language. For one lump this process
should be done within 1 or 2 minutes,
because wax gets hard if kept for a
longer time.

Flat sheets are also made
with the hata on the wooden
platform. Before making
sheets some oil is applied on
the platform and then the wax
lump is placed on it. Sheets
are made by beating the wax
lump with hata. These wax
wires and sheets are ready to
be applied on core.

Application of wax
3 techniques are used for application

of wax:
1) Winding
2) Sticking
3) Welding

The wax wires are
wound around the
core from top to
bottom without
leaving any gap.
After that the core is
completely covered
with wax wires.

For straight
cylindrical portions
of the model flat
wax trips are
measured, cut and
are wrapped
around the kachhni
to make cylindrical
forms

An incomplete
wax model of
Morchimni. After
this the wires are
smudged with a
hot lachhna to fill
the gaps in
between.

At this stage
the surface
ornamentation is
done using the
wax wires and
strips. Wires are
spun together
and Flat sheets
are cut.

Wax sticks for
morchimni’s legs are made
by rolling wax on wooden
platform with hata. The
legs are welded on a
square wax sheet with hot
lachhna and then these are
stuck to the body.

19
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Different motifs are
stuck on the model.
Iron pins are tacked
into the core, through
the wax sufficient
projection from the
face of the wax to be
gripped by the
investment. These
pins placed at strategic
intervals on the model
to ensure that the core
and investment stay in
the same relative
position when the wax
is melted out. If there
were no pins, the core
would move about
loosely once the wax
had gone. This would
block the passage of
the molten metal and
fails the casting. 3
runners are joined at
the top to let the
molten metal in while
casting. Wax model for
solid articles are made
by wax sheets only and
ornamentation is done
the same way i.e. by
wax wires. Nails are
not put in it as there is
no inner layer of clay.
This wax model is now ready to be covered with the investment.

Preparation of investment

A mixture of clay and water is
prepared as in the similar way it was
prepared for core. Clay is used in
making the investment layer of mould
because it gives strength to the mould.

The clay is applied over the
wax moulds. It is a very
significant process in casting as
the quality of a cast depends
on this to a larger extent. The
clay is applied carefully in all
the corners and details of the
model, this is done to ensure
that metal reaches in all the
parts of the mould.

These moulds are
then kept in shade
for drying for the
whole day.
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Marl (clay) is soaked with water and kept for sometime and dust is
separated from the wheat husk by using winnowing fan.

Preparation of second layer of investment

Wet clay and husk are mixed and kneaded properly. Husk is mixed
with the clay to give it extra strength and to avoid cracks while drying
which is a result of shrinkage in clay.

A thick layer of clay is applied on the dried moulds, leaving the runner
point uncovered.

A circular funnel is made with clay around the runner’s opening. This
helps to hold the metal while melting and to pour the molten metal in
the mould. This mould is now left for drying for about 20 to 24 hours.
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Brass utensils are heated to make them soft Then these are held with
small pincers and broken with hammer at once.

CASTINGThese dried moulds are then heated on embers ( glowing pieces of
coal in a dying fire) to melt the wax and vacant the space between the
investment and core, this makes the passage for the molten metal.

Heated moulds are picked with the help of pincers and kept inverted
in a vessel to remove
the molten wax.

This wax is reused
for making other
moulds. The mould is
finally ready for
casting.

Clay is prepared in the similar way as it was made for investment,
small bowls are made with this clay. It is known as ‘Boos’ in local language.
It is used for keeping metal pieces. It’s size varies as per the amount of
metal required for casting.

The metal pieces are weighed on the balance. The weight of metal
depends on the objects to be made. The craftsmen have their own
measurements for this. Due to some constraints they generally make
products weighing till 1 kg.

22
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Metal is then kept in the bowls and the vacant mould is
then put upside down on the bowl.

Both are joined together and sealed with a thick layer of clay.
This should be done properly without leaving any gaps, because

molten metal can
seep out through
gaps resulting in
a casting failure.
Then moulds are
dried for 10-15
hours before
firing.

COMPLETE MOULD

Metal pieces

Runners

Core

Investment layer
made of burnt
clay

Investment layer
of husk and clay

Cavity formed
after removal of
wax

Iron pins
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PREPARATION OF FURNACE
The furnace is first cleaned, ash and waste of previous firing are

removed. Then supports are placed on the mouth of furnace, leaving air
passage.

Coal is put on this and fired, then left for 15-20 minutes to reach an
optimum temperature. Moulds are placed inverted, keeping the bowl
downward, on the furnace.

The furnace is fired only if 15-20 ready moulds are there. Gap between
the moulds is covered with coal pieces. The bowl should necessarily be
covered with coal pieces.

The furnace is fully covered with broken pieces of earthen pots. The
furnace is aired continuously to maintain the circulation of air. The
craftsmen here still use traditional method of fluttering a thick cloth to
blow air.
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It takes 4 to 5 hours for the metal to melt. The crafts men acknowledge
that the metal is melted by the colour of the smoke coming out of the
furnace and the time taken in firing.

After being assured that the metal is melted completely, the pieces of
earthen pots are
removed one by one
from the furnace.
Then the moulds
which were kept up
side down are
picked by long
pincers and placed
upright and
properly balanced to
run the metal in the
mould cavity. These
are left as it is for 5-
10 minutes.

The mould is then dipped in water for half minute and then broken
with hammer, the craftsman repeats this once or twice to make it cool
enough to hold. This is not dipped for longer time because extra cooling
can make breaking the mould difficult.

Small hammer is used to remove inner investment layer.

The articles are then cleaned and
polished by files. The craftsmen
here don’t use vice to hold the
article, they just support it with a
small wooden piece and bamboo
stick, which is kept stable by
putting a large stone over it.

Usually the craftsmen fire the
moulds in evening because the
weather gets cooler by then and it
enables them to work near the
furnace with lesser difficulty.

Broken pieces of mould
are now again thrown on the
road to be crushed to
powder which again goes in
making core and moulds.
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The designs of tribal crafts are very close to their lives, their
surroundings and their culture. They try to give a form to their myths
and magic through their art. The aesthetics and spirituality of the local
people are strongly expressed in these objects.

The craft of lost wax casting is very simple and the objects, the designs
and motifs have their own norms of proportion.

Surface ornamentation is an important aspect of these metal casted
products. The designs and motifs have not changed with time, but some
intricate designs have now become extinct. The craftsmen here still use
the old motifs on the objects, but the motifs seem to have refined with
time. While the motifs are few, the craftsmen use permutation and
combination of these motifs to derive variety of motifs, sometimes also
very rich in nature.

DESIGN

Most of the basic motifs are circular and linear and very few are
angular. The ornamentation is done on the wax structure. The various
motifs are-

Spiral (Chakri)
Made by flat coiling the wax wires.

Limitations:
Craftsman make very limited motifs.
The articles made are mostly decorative.

Rope
Made by spinning the wax wires

Waves

Zig zags

Permutations and combinations of
above motifs
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PRODUCTS
The craft of metal casting in this region was

earlier confined to making of utensils and
ornaments. These ornaments were rich in
design. Gradually with increasing exposure,
they began to use other alloys like white metal
for their ornaments. Cost was also an
influencing factor for such a diversion. The
produce changed from ornaments to decorative
objects, icons of locally revered deities like
Gorakhnath, Thakurdev, human, animal, and
bird figures.
Some extinct products

3. Kakana - wrist
ornament

8. Pedi - worn around the ankle

7. Chakra - worn on wrist by females of Gond
tribe, for religious and magical ceremonies.

6. Mudda - Toe ring

1. Phorla - wrist ornament

4. Mudda - for
males - worn in
marriage

2. Bisto - wrist ornament worn by females of
Gond tribe

5. Hasli - worn around the neck.

9. Kapdonda - was used to light cigarette,
chilems etc. It had cotton in it which they used
to light with the help of flintstones.
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Current product range
1. Small bells - used to tie around bull’s neck

in festive seasons like Diwali.

4. Katar - a dagger worn by tribal
bridegrooms.

7 . Chitkura - a musical instrument played by
tribals known as Thapti in Maharashtra and
called Piparpan by the Gond tribe. The
maximum market for this is in the tribal regions
of Maharashtra.

2. Kade - rattling rings used with the bridle
of bullock cart.

5. Kade (Wrings) - worn on bull’s legs

8. Kadi - link - one of the essential parts of
bullock cart bridle.

3. Idols of God Shiva (one of the main three
Hindu Gods) and Goddess Parvati with their
bull Nandi.

9. Simple chimini (lamp)

6. Morchimni - a peacock shaped lamp

Apart from
these products
some animals
like elephant,
horse, etc. are
also made.
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and there had been remarkable interventions in the field of design and
technology whereas Betul craftsmen can not indulge in mass production
and increase the range of products because of infrastructure and
technological constrains.

Market Analysis
Change in market structure is observed because of the changing needs.

The market for ornaments made by this process has decreased but in its
place the demand for icons, lamps and other decorative articles has
sprung up. Urban market has also developed since few decades, which
is helping this craft to flourish. The market is both demand as well as
supply driven. The increasing market has even influenced some
craftsmen who had stopped practising the craft to start this work again.

Price
The factors of pricing are
i. Cost of raw material
ii. Weight of the product
iii. Labour

Cost Structure
The cost of production is calculated for casted article weighing 1 kg.

Cost of Raw material
Raw Material Quantity used Cost in Rs.
Wax/kg 00.35 kg 039.00
Metal/kg 00.10 kg 080.00
Coal/kg 01.70 kg 005.00
Cost of mould/kg 005.00 (approx.)
Total cost/kg 129.00/kg

- The selling price of the products ranges from Rs.600 / kg to Rs.1000
/ kg. Thus it is apparent that the craftsman imputes the cost of labour
and then earns a profit of approximately 50%. But this is not constant, as
sales are not regular. In slag season i.e. rainy season the earnings drop
surprisingly as very less production is done, but the craftsman does not
face any problem in it as he earns enough in peak season and saves for
slag season.

PREVIOUS MARKETING SCENARIO

Previously production in tribal areas as mainly for domestic
consumption. Their deficit economy used to leave little marketable
surplus. Transactions in the interior areas was mainly on the barter basis.
Organised markets
were almost
nonexistent. Even for
their daily needs, they
had to depend on the
weekly or fortnightly
markets (haats) in
nearby villages. The
craftsmen used to
take articles to the
haats, where he had to
exchange part of his
produce for buying necessities like salt, agricultural implements, kerosene
oil etc. There was nothing like marketing strategy. The metal casted articles
produced previously were of day to day use like ornaments, utensils etc.
- and so were sold in exchange of other necessities.

MARKET STRUCTURE

CURRENT MARKETING SCENARIO

Environment of the industry
The market scenario today has changed from the previous one. The

craftsmen still depend on hats, bazars and fairs to sell their articles, the
difference being that they are interested in getting money instead of
exchanging the articles for necessities. The craftsmen of Betul face
immense competition from the craftsmen of Bastar on the grounds of
quality, range of products and cost. Bastar as a craft sector is well exposed

Marketing channel

ConsumersCraftsmen
 Weekly  Bazars and Fairs

during fastivles.
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The quality of these articles depends on certain constraints.
These are:
Purity of wax
It is one of the most important quality constraints. The impurities like

hay, dust particles etc. in wax lead to pinhole scars and uneven surface
in the articles after casting.

Consistency of wax
The proper consistency of wax which comes by mixing all the three

elements - resin, bees wax and oil in appropriate proportions is essential
for good construction of model. If the wax is softer it gets difficult to
make sheets out of it and the structure also loses its strength and gets
spoiled while processing. Harder wax makes it difficult to both draw
wires and make sheets. If attempts are made to make sheets. They would
develop cracks while beating.

 Calculations of the different cost elements
Wax

For 1 kg wax
Raw Material Quantity used Cost in Rs.
Beewax @ Rs.95.00/kg 00.75kg 071.25
Resin @ Rs.150.00/kg 00.25kg 037.50
Oil @ Rs.40.00/Lt. 00.025Lt 001.00
Cost of fuel 001.75
Total 111.50
For .35 kg 039.00

Coal
For firing bhatti once approximately 7 kg coal is required, which can

cast articles upto 4 kg. Thus for 1 kg metal approximately 1.7 kg coal is
used.
Mould

The cost of one mould of 1 kg is approximately Rs.5 as told by the
craftsman.

Promotion
The craftsmen do not take much efforts for the promotion of their

craft.
Government has been putting in some efforts, the handicraft marketing

and service extension centre, Neemach, has registered their names and
gave them the craftsperson’s identity cards, through which they are
invited to participate in fairs and exhibitions organised by central and
state government organisations. Madhya Pradesh Adivasi Lok Kala
Parishad is also helping these craftsmen to market their products. But
because illiteracy and ignorance the craftspeople can not take full
advantage of these schemes.

Distribution
The products are supplied to Madhya Pradesh Hast Shilp Vikas Nigam

(MPHSVN) and sold at the government emporium ‘Mrignayni’. They
have started working on order basis also and supply products to some
exporters.

QUALITY ASPECTS

    ConsumerCraftsmen

 Government institutions

 Fairs and festivals

Exporters

CONSUMER PROFILE
2 kinds of consumer segments exist for these products
Local people and tribals- The products bought by this segment are

jewellery, idols of gods and goddesses and other ritualistic products. They
buy these products from local hats and bazars.

Middle class and upper middle class- This segment is mainly interested
in icons, lamps and other decorative articles. They like to buy these
products from emporiums, exhibitions, craft fairs and export houses.

Current marketing channel
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ERGONOMIC AND HEALTH ISSUES
1) Working tools and equipment
Most of the tools are held by palm down grasp and power grip, which

consumes more energy. It has become stereotype to use these tools, but
optimum energy consuming tools can be used.
i) Pichkari

This is one of the most difficult tool to use.
The craftsman holds the pichkari with power
grip which is used for exerting maximum force.
Then supports the tool on thighs and exerts
more pressure by chest and abdominal
muscles. This is one of the most complex
postures while working. This exerts a lot of
stress on whole body muscles, which can result
in wear and tear of muscles and temporary or
permanent muscular skeletal disorder.
Suggestions

A less energy consuming, easy to operate and more efficient equipment
should be introduced,
which can be derived from
the equipment which is
used in Bastar in Madhya
Pradesh. This is a wall
mounted device based on
principle of lever and two
people are required to operate it. The same principle can be used to
make a smaller equipment which can correspond to the needs of Betul
craft pocket.
ii) Polishing equipment

There is no control on the grip of the object while polishing. Since age
old techniques are used for this, because of which the article gets spoiled
and the craftsman has to exert lot of pressure to keep it in place.
Suggestions

An appropriate holding equipment like vice should be used which
will save lot of energy.

ISSUES
Wax Model
The casted article is the facsimile of the wax model. Thus it is important

to make the wax model properly.

Technically well built mould
The technical points which can affect the quality of article are-
1. The position of runners and risers should be in correlation with the

gravitational pull which ensures proper flow of molten metal in the
mould.

2. Careful insertion of nails on the wax model is very important, as it
helps in maintaining a uniform thickness of the metal.

3. The investment layer should be applied properly without leaving
any air bubbles on the surface. These air bubbles can develop cracks
while heating the mould.

Quality of metal
Metal should be pure to have a good quality caste. The impurities in

the metal can increase its melting point which may result in incomplete
casting as the open furnace does not give very high and uniform
temperature.

Finishing
All the seams should be removed. After casting when the mould is

broken, the metal changes its colour due to oxidation so it becomes
important to polish it properly to regain the original colour and shine of
the metal.
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PROCESSES
Sometimes molten metal doesn’t reach in all the parts of the mould

which results in incomplete casting. This is generally because of two
reasons -

i) Less amount of metal- This happens because there are no set
proportions of amount of metal to be taken and the amount of wax in
the mould, also the measuring equipments these craftsmen have is
inefficient thus gives wrong measurement.
Suggestions

The craftsmen can be educated and can be given knowledge about
these issues by organising training workshops. Proper measuring
equipments should be used.

ii) The current furnace is not up to the mark. Large amount of heat
goes waste as it is an open furnace. Because of which all the moulds
don’t get uniform heat therefore in some moulds metal doesn’t melt
completely which leads to a failure in casting.
Suggestions

 A refined design of the furnace needed to be introduced which will
consume less fuel and generate uniform heat.

 iii) One major issue is that the whole production process is very time
consuming and the craftsmen are still using primitive processes. The
need is to simplify these processes and reduce the time of production by
introducing small and simple mechanisms.

QUALITY
i) Inappropriate tools of polishing lead to poor finish in the product.

They use only file for polishing and finishing. Sometimes the motifs also
get spoiled while filing.
Suggestions

 The craftsmen should use files only to remove the seams. The
craftsmen should be taught to use acid based cleansing agents for
finishing.

ii) Due to impurities in wax the casted article develops pinhole scars
and uneven surface. The craftsmen of this pocket seal it with sealants
like M- seal, which shows on the surface of the article and makes it ugly.
Suggestions

2) Postural issues
i) The craftsman works in a squatting posture. It exerts stress on legs

and which intern affects the cardiac vascular system. It also exerts more
force on the hip joint which is one of the important levers of the body.

This leads to temporary or permanent muscular skeletal disorders like
mild / severe low back pain.
Suggestions

Regular change in posture is required. Reverse bending exercise at
the end of the work spell or at the end of the day is recommended.

ii) The craftsman stoops while polishing. It causes a temporary or
permanent deformity of the spinal cord and the rib cage and causes
back pain.
Suggestions

A work rest cycle with reverse bending exercise and frequent change
in posture is recommended. A back rest to support the lumbosacral
segment can also be provided.

iii) While airing the furnace there is wrist deviation and more than 10
repetitive wrist movements in a minute. This causes wear and tear of the
muscles which leads to irrepairable muscular disorders, it also involves
excessive energy consumption which exerts load on the cardiac vascular
system which in the long run reduces productivity and hampers the
quality of the product.
Suggestions

A work rest cycle is recommended to relax the stretched muscles.
3) Occupational health hazards
i) The craftsman sits near the bhatti for blowing air for a long time and

thus remains exposed to the heat for long hours. The specific gravity of
blood and water in our body being nearly the same results in retention
of heat in the body for a long time, therefore taking a long time for
cooling down. It also leads more stress on the body and load on the
cardiac vascular system. The productivity and quality of the job decreases
gradually.
Suggestions

A manually operated blower which can be operated from a distance
can be used. working under a shed with regular work rest cycles is most
preferable.
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The preparation of wax should be done in a clean and covered area.
DESIGN

i) Sampling or cataloguing systems are rarely followed, thus they don’t
have record of their previous works and designs.
Suggestions

 Old and traditional designs need to be preserved, so there is need of
proper efforts to catalogue or sample these. If the craftsmen can’t do it
then external focused efforts can prove to be very helpful.

ii) Very limited motifs are observed here, which restricts the variety in
the products.

MARKET
i) Generally these craft products don’t have utilitarian vision, this way

the market of the product becomes very limited.
Suggestions

New products which can meet urban household needs like special
diya for Diwali, accessories like brooch, hairclips, tie pins, small products
like keychains, penstands, cutlery sets, etc. should be produced.

ii) The craftsmen are not aware of the changing market trends, thus
they end up producing the same stuff for ages.
Suggestions

The craftsmen should be made aware of current market trends so
that they can fit themselves in the present scenario.

iii) The products are not tagged, which actually hampers in their
promotion.
Suggestions

 It is important to give an identity to these products, which can be
given by tagging them. The tags should have information about the
craftsman and the production. This can be very well used as an effective
promotion strategy.

iv) The competitive advantage is not looked into, rather the craftsmen
are not even aware of anything like competitive advantage.
Suggestions

 The competitive advantage here is the product itself. It is very necessary
to make the craftsmen aware of this fact and train him to encash this
advantage.

CONCLUSION
The craft of lost wax casting was a way of life for people earlier, it was

a part of their existence. But today it has to compete against certain odds
to sustain its viability. But the Betul craft pocket is not much worked
upon the craftsmen of this area are not even aware of this competition.
Lack of exposure has narrowed down their scope of vision. Also the use
of primitive processes for production doesn’t give a good quality.

What this craft pocket needs is exposure and awareness about the
existing scenarios. This place shows a wide scope and a brighter future if
worked upon in focused areas.

SOCIAL ASPECTS
i) Identity crisis- Craftsmen here are thriving for identity. The products

are being sold, but the hands behind them are not identified by people.
Suggestions

It is very important to get rid of this problem as it will motivate the
craftsmen to work more and with full efficiency. This can be done by
various ways like calling them for exhibitions, demonstrations and also
by tagging the products. Some of these are already being done in other
craft pockets but this craft pocket is still thriving for all these.
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